Abstract—In today’s world, none is done alone with human brain. Everyone need the help of the fast developing lane of technology. In this following paper one could how we could combine the most desirable app's that are so trendy today, that every android platform user's tends to have it. But some app’s were developed only for those who has some big fat cash bag's in their pockets. The below given paper give’s the info how to combine the app’s, how to co-ordinate them and also how to interconnect them aptly and precisely, so that everyone could their android device’s to full potent. This shows the way to reduce the difference between the hard core mobile app crucher and the armature android app utilizing devices. This paper gives you a good knowledge how a picture or video could be given extra detail with the help of the titan "CLOUD NETWORK" or "CLOUD COMPUTING".

I. INTRODUCTION

This document has all the things that we don’t use to get around with the colossal power that we call as cloud computing.

II. APPS THAT WE DESIRE:

Many find android field is open for everyone, is it’s absolutely true. But they forget to think differently which is important while developing android apps. Sony mobile corporation has developed a smart watch or gear that logs all the activities that we carry during the day till night.

But they don’t know that they are lagging something. That’s abstract thinking. Sony users know that we want the smart watch to use the app LIFE LOG.

So this is what they make, buy a phone around 20,000 or above and buy smart watch separately which is somewhat awkward. Also that bikers like to know their speed or average speed they want to notice it while they are on the go. So, I came around the app named ULESSY speedometer.
This one is able to record our average speed and direction that we are heading and all that stuffs. So I did some experiments with it and I was able to get some results. It was pretty good. On the other hand, it can't store any data regarding the distance travelled and so on, unless we took a screenshot of that app. So this remains unchanged till now. Also you would have come across cloud computing that google offers you a free storage up to 15 Gb of cloud space to store all your pic's, videos and all the stuffs that you don't want to forget. But storing something without the actual detail is not worth eventhough we get our memories. They also developed GOOGLE AUTO AWESOME, Which was really appreciable. But, as humans we do expect some more detail about the photo's of what we took like knowing the exact location of the place instead of showing the area that we were once, also the pictures will get a special detail if it shows with whom we were riding or enjoying with. For tracking our location we have got the ultimate weapon i.e. GOOGLE MAPS.

It has got the award for excellence as we could visibilly see. They were able to give us suggestion about the places that we roam about and all other stuff's. The thing that they were trying to overcome is to delete the possible fake reviews that were posted on their website for providing a suggestion over the list of hotels they display. Thanks to the C.E.O of the trip advisor for promising the customers to put a neat and geneium review about the place's and hotel's. The company have claimed that over 50 million users have been using this app since from the very beginning, till now.

III. MIXING THE CORRECT INGREDIENTS

Now think about the app's and other special things about it. It really makes us to get freezed for a second. Imagine that all super powers joined to create , one supreme power.

A super pack powered app that could control all of your activities. It will the most powerful app that it helps you to store all the detailed information that we want to carry on. Imagine that you have been given a number of choices, that you have ever experienced before. The one app that everyone wants to have with them.

IV. THE POWER PACK

Everyone wants to have a track on their trips, they were about to undergo. Let's take this, if you want to know, when you were at this date (eg:- 12/03/2013), what will you do?. The answer everyone think is "OK, just go to Google+ and have a look". But actually it's not that simple to say that. You hardly remember whom you were with on this particular day, until or unless someone remind's you. This is where the power pack begins. This pack helps you to have a track on that particular occasion that you want to remember and you could actually go back to your sweetist memories that you want to have a flow in your mind. It's simple. Just turn on your wifi then have sync with those who were with you on that day and, start the journey. You could say how could we switch wifi on always as battery lies a great barrier between you and smartphone to use it to it's full potent, Don't worry about it, it's just a one time sync you could switch it off when you finish the first sync. You would probably come across FLASH TRANSFER.
An app that lets you to share apps or pic's or videos as quick as lightning with the help of wifi. But first thing's first, you have to sync for the first time in order to transfer the file's or whatsoever you want to transfer.

So you do not want to hang out with your friend's by switching on your wifi connectivity, so that this saves your battery juice for sometime.

V. PERSONNEL SOUVENIR

Usually we forget to take shots on our journey or trip, what if you were reminded to take a shot, when you stop for 3-5 min. It will not only take a shot, also it will record the place, climate, the time and prominently, whom you are with.

VI. THE ITINERARY

Getting the path for a place by some other third party app is not as enjoyable as finding the for yourself. When people get's fuzzed around, they use the help of two supreme eye trackers.

- MAPS (APPLE Inc.)
- GOOGLE MAPS (GOOGLE Inc.)

But on a trip, having this would make easier, but the real adrenaline rush's when you find a route preview for your trip and location. This power pack helps to do this. Fix a starting point and destination. Then you are all set to start the journey of your's. It helps you from getting lost and also you could find your friend in the map's, where they are hanging out, so you won't miss the fun.

VII. THE PREEMINENCE OF TECH

One of the great discoveries in human technologies is the cloud computing. The term cloud computing originated from late 1960's by J.C.R Licklinder. He was the first person to introduce the term cloud computing. Later it has become the fastest developing technologies.

But why did we introduce the term cloud computing to this app? The answer lies within your smartphone. Would anyone want to store all their photos, videos, trip log's, maps, travelled place's in one device? Is it possible for all smartphones to hold such a large data. The answer is 50:50. Only smartphones having of range 15k+ will be able to do so. But what about the other mobiles. Do they have to remain dumb as they were before. The key word is NO. That's why we introduce cloud computing or storage. This help's to have track of all your memories in one place. You could possibly download the stuff you need and the stuff that you want to hang out in the cloud. This helps to use you to use your phone to it's full potential. Once you have photo's or video's on your mobile, it would automatically upload the photo's and video's either by wifi or mobile data, depending upon the user. The cloud is so large that you could store 20gb+ data's. 3000+ pic's. Also you will be having option to increase the cloud depending upon the network that you have subscribed. Some famous cloud storage networks are

1. SKY DRIVE
2. GOOGLE DRIVE
3. DROP BOX
4. BOX

These are some popular cloud drives present at current state.

VIII. THE INDIGENCE FOR APP

It has been reported that almost 2/3 of the American's plan trip on vacation and that's nearly 70% of the American population.
We have got many reviews for apps such as Runtastic etc. The result's were so terrific since most of the people in western side go for a walk, marathon etc. So this app is for bike (Motor vehicles) and car's which has yet to be developed.

IX. CONCLUSION

This app will sure make a hit in the android market. This is an entirely different platform for android developing systems and also the next evolution of utilizing cloud computing. This will be the next level in cloud computing in storing memories which are invaluable. This has been developed on the platform that, store's photos and videos to next unimagined level.
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